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It's not breaking news to say that our class is overflowing with people of diverse talents. Over the years, we've highlighted
classmates in education, sports, the arts and environmental fields. We also have a large number of '88s who have started one or
more companies and/or non-profits, either throughout their careers or as a second act. These pages include only a handful, but
we'd love to hear from more of you for Part 2 in a future newsletter. Please send your story to newslettereditor@dartmouth88.org!

BRETT MATTHEWS
Kate Farms

I grew up in an entrepreneurial family. My dad started a
successful for-profit business and my mother continues to be
a serial social entrepreneur, so I guess you could say it is in
my blood.
Entrepreneurship, to me, is simply having an idea and making
it happen. Entrepreneurship can be non-profit, for-profit or
within any organization. At Dartmouth I started a newspaper,
Common Sense, (with Charlie Wheelan, Bill Hanekamp and
John Hommeyer) and SAFE, Students Against Famine in
Ethiopia (with David Steinberg). Post-college, after leaving
Procter & Gamble and then having a couple of business
failures, I co-founded, with my wife, Imagitas, Inc., a company
that created public/private partnerships. I have found the
lessons of my failures as important steps in growth that have
helped my next enterprises succeed.
My latest venture is Kate Farms, bringing a higher standard of
nutrition in health care. The company was started by two
amazing parents who were watching their tube-fed daughter

get progressively more sick with the liquid nutrition options
on the market. With Kate Farms, her health was completely
turned around. After watching the power of nutrition to help
my own son heal from his chronic auto-immune health issues,
I was looking to start something that would have “food as
medicine” at its core and was excited about the potential
for Kate Farms. Soon after investing, I took on the role of
Chairman and CEO, and in the past five years we have grown
from 3 to 110 employees. And we're only just getting started.
Kate Farms is bringing organic, non-GMO, plant-based
healthy nutrition into health care. We are covered by
Medicare, Medicaid and private insurance and are part of
formulary in leading hospitals, including Boston Children’s,
Stanford, Mayo Clinic and Cleveland Clinic, to name a
few. We all know people who are suffering from a medical
condition, and our belief and clinical proof shows that
nutrition can help the healing and recovery process.
You can check out Kate Farms at www.katefarms.com.

Ten Things I've Learned Along the Way:
1) Whatever your idea is, if you are
passionate about it, then Just Do It! And
then Never Give Up! You will go through
ups and downs. One of my favorite books
is Dr. Seuss' Oh, The Places You'll Go! It
is a great book for entrepreneurs and life.
2) Know your strengths and find great
people who can help you with your
weaknesses. It does take a team. John
Hommeyer joined us almost three years
ago and is our Chief Experience Officer.
And Tom Beecher ’89 is our CFO. We
also have value-added investors, such as
Ish McLaughlin, Derek McDowell, John
Scott and Gregg Engles ’79.
3) Find people who “have been there,
done that” in the kind of enterprise you
are starting and learn from them. Build a
Board of Directors early with people who
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have experience around your enterprise.
Incentivize them. Listen to them.
4) Culture is essential as you continue
to grow. Establishing and nurturing a
culture unique to you and your enterprise
and who you serve is critical.
5) Business models are important for
sustainability and growth. Know your
sources of revenue and costs. And
watch cash flow and make sure you're
properly capitalized! The key is to
always ask “Who is your customer” and
to innovate around your customer and
business model. For non-profits, similar
thinking with different metrics. Having
data around the key metrics of your
business will help you steer through
growth, find insights and help you make
better decisions.
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6) Set clear goals and measure help to
keep you going in the right direction,
and have a management tool to help you
manage growth and your team. John
Doerr’s Measure What Matters book and
website is a good resource.
7) Continue to learn at every phase of the
company, and be very curious about how
to improve and innovate.
8) Have Fun! It is a ton of work and lots
of ups and downs, but if you feel you are
doing something that fuels your purpose,
that can carry you through.
9) And…you will succeed 98 ¾ %
Guaranteed.
10) __________ (this space left open, as I
am still learning!)
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GREGG BROCKWAY
Chairish

After our family moved 3 times in 5 years, my wife (and
co-founder) Anna came up with the idea for Chairish out of
our first-hand frustrations. In each move, we had furniture
we loved which didn’t fit the new house and new pieces we
needed to buy. As we commiserated over how the options
to buy and sell were time-consuming and expensive, she
suggested we create a reasonably priced online service to
make it easier. Chairish was conceived in our living room
and launched with items that came mostly from our home.
Today, Chairish has 450,000 curated items available, gets
more than 1,000 new items a day and is visited nearly three
million times a month.
My early jobs ranged from pizza delivery to government,
banking and private equity, but along the way I discovered
that I love building things. I gravitated to the startup world
in the late ‘90s after seeing friends enjoying it. Two of the
startups I co-founded were Hotwire and TripIt. It’s always
scary to commit to a startup, but I have felt confident taking
this plunge when I see a big problem and a possible way to
solve it. There’s never a perfect time to do something like a
startup, so sometimes you just need to swallow hard and
say, “let’s do it now!”
An HBS professor said “every success looks like failure in
the middle,” and I’ve found this to be true. Marketplaces
like Chairish can feel like a seesaw that needs lots of sellers
on one side and lots of buyers on the other. They need to

JENNIFER TAYLOR
JET ED Consulting

Jennifer is the founder and
president of JET ED Consulting
(www.jetedconsulting.com).
She works with teens and
young adults at risk of not
finishing school due to mental
health, substance abuse,
learning differences or any
other personal challenges and
family dynamics that prevent
healthy development. Jennifer
brings expertise in adolescent
development, mental health treatment and recovery,
alternative academic paths and parent coaching.
Jennifer’s first career was in healthcare consulting. Much of
her preparation for this second career, however, came from
her personal experience with a disabled son for whom she
found support from counselors and schools throughout his
development. When he was 15, however, his anxiety and
depression required a residential mental health program, and
it was educational consultants who helped her family and
her son navigate successfully the hundreds of options.
It was during these struggles (and ultimate triumphs) that
Jennifer had an epiphany in terms of her professional and
personal goals. “At 50 year old, I found myself pondering
what would be truly fulfilling for me, how could I be the

be able to grow both sides and it can sometimes feel twice
as hard to scale as the typical startup. We decided to focus
on supply first and then demand, which proved helpful in
retrospect, but our focus has gone back and forth over
time.
I am occasionally asked by others whether to do a startup,
and my advice is generally the same. Don’t do it for the
money - the math clearly says more companies fail than
succeed. Consider it if you can see how to become
something big and that others will value. Finally, only jump
in if you’re likely to find it truly interesting, because you’ll
probably be doing it for longer than you think, and it can
be helpful in overcoming the setbacks that every startup
encounters along its journey. What helps founders most of
all is the irrational optimism to believe they will be the one
to overcome the odds and succeed.
With a personal and professional life that often feels like a
whirlwind, several things help keep me in balance. First,
I’ve always believed that while winning or losing may be
beyond my control, doing my best actually matters and is
satisfying. Further, I feel blessed with a fabulous spouse
and three wonderful kids. I take every chance to touch base
with them and re-energize. More recently, I have started to
practice mindfulness meditation and found that even 10
minutes a day on a regular basis can help tremendously to
manage life’s stress and anxiety.
Go to www.chairish.com to discover Gregg's hard work.
change I wanted to see in the world?” So she took time off
to figure out this next stage of her life, and decided that
providing personalized one-on-one help to families and
teenagers was the way she could achieve her goals.
To accomplish this, Jennifer needed to start from scratch,
eager to absorb all she could learn about mental health
programs, residential treatment and outpatient care, “I
attended every conference, every training institute, every
seminar, conducted informational interviews with all kinds of
people in the field, dove into reading, networking and touring
programs, and really just immersed myself in as much
learning as I could.” This led to the decision to create her
own consultancy practice in May 2017.
Informed by both her academic research and her personal
experience as a parent, Jennifer knows that every child is
unique, with different struggles, different perspectives and
different learning timelines. JET ED focuses on providing
services and treatments that are specifically tailored to meet
each child’s distinct needs. Her clients range in age from
6 to 26. As a completely referral-based practice, it was in
2019 that JET ED Consulting really took off.
She eventually hopes to channel her experience and
knowledge from JET ED into a non-profit foundation
that helps lower income families afford costly treatment
programs, so that every child and every family grappling with
mental health issues will have access to quality care.
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BRENT FREI
TerraClear
After stints at
Motorola and
Microsoft, two
excellent companies
but with too much
bureaucracy and
dead weight, Eben
Frankenberg, Brian
Janssen, myself and
a few others kicked off Onyx in the
basement of Brian and my house. With
no particular responsibilities other than
my Dartmouth student loans, it was
easy to leave a paycheck for a passion.
Starting Onyx was an intentional
effort to be in a work environment that
recreated my Dartmouth experience super smart people, selfless teamwork,
very hard problems and giant
outcomes. My mom fretted about my
leaving Microsoft, but it just seemed
like it wouldn't be that hard to make
money if we worked hard and made
sure we were delivering value to people
and businesses. And that formula of
"very hard work + delivering value" has
worked ever since.
By most measures, Onyx was a big
success. We grew 100% per year for
the first 7 years, went public at year
five on the Nasdaq, and achieved
a $1.5B market cap in 2000. We
made CRM (Customer Relationship
Management) software that medium
to large companies deployed to
manage marketing, sales and service
of their own customers. We were the
first software vendor to integrate all
those disciplines around a customer.
Brian tagged it as “Total Customer
Management” and many competitors
adopted our approach. At our peak
of 820 employees, 26 of them were
Dartmouth grads.
Then the dotcom bubble burst, and
it was bloody for everyone. We spent
several years laying off people, closing
international offices and tightening the
belt. We were a great product company
with exceptional people. What would
have been better would have been
to be a great sales and marketing
company as well. We learned firsthand
what it was like to compete against
the best go-to-market enterprise
companies on the planet. Ultimately,

as the world moved from
client server technology
to internet architectures,
companies like Salesforce,
who began life in the
Cloud, drowned out
companies like ours. After
10.5 years as CEO, the
board and I decided to try
a new CEO, and two years
later the company was sold
to a rollup firm.
Six months later, and despite my better
judgment, Eric Browne '89, talked me
into starting Smartsheet in 2005. We
recruited Mark Mader ’93 to be the
CEO. He’d been a keystone in Onyx’s
success and was destined for CEO
greatness - which has come true.
We knew there had to be a winning
answer to the 25-year struggle for a
killer app in project/work management.
CRM was a yawner in tech news, but
it looks positively dazzling next to this
category. Four hundred companies had
apps for managing some kind of work,
and none had taken off. But we had
some observations about how people
actually worked that we believed
were the answer - they wanted the
flexibility of spreadsheets, but with the
automation of project management.
Trying to raise money for Smartsheet
was quite humbling. Venture folks
would say, “Let me get this straight,
you are going to build a spreadsheet
to track work? Have you ever heard
of companies called Microsoft and
Google?” So, we largely self-funded
and got money from people with our
last names. Two years into our effort,
Matt McIlwain ’87 from Madrona
Ventures decided we were worth a
shot and became the first professional
money in Smartsheet. We’d taken our
own advice and become a very good
sales and marketing company. Lead
generation online via SEO (search
engine optimization) and SEM (search
engine marketing) is an engineer’s
dream - more science than art.
Thousands of people a week were
trialing our service.
One year and thousands of trial
customers later, we realized that
while the core design concepts of our
product were correct, subtle structural

and behavioral aspects of it were not.
We learned that we had about 30
seconds to win the hearts of people
trialing Smartsheet online. If it didn’t
make sense quickly, they clicked on to
the next online app.
We decided to halt lead generation and
rebuild the product from the ground
up to deliver the user experience we
believed would make the difference.
We rebuilt for 18 months, which
required plenty of self-pep-talks
among our team, that “it’ll work.” And
it did. Today, 14 years later, Smartsheet
has 1,500 employees, is public on
the NYSE, and has a $5B+ market
capitalization.
Naturally, that meant I had to move
on to the next incredibly giant boring
market, and find a bunch of smart
people to design a solution that so
far has defied engineers. TerraClear
is an attempt to build an autonomous
robot to pick rocks out of farm fields. A
Roomba of Rock Picking. With the

first two companies being business
software, the third being HarvestWest,
(a fund to enable farmland investing),
and my upbringing on a farm, I really
enjoyed Joe Whitworth '93's tongue in
cheek comment on LinkedIn - "I'm not
a trained psychologist, but I’m willing
to bet this man’s entire professional
tech journey was nothing more than
preparation to solve this problem!"
We use neural nets to analyze aerial
pictures to create maps of rocks
in fields, and proximal cameras on
either an operator-driven tractor, or
eventually an autonomous vehicle, to
target and ‘pick’ the rocks with minimal
soil disturbance. We’re 22 people so
far, and hiring engineering talent, so
if you know any talented Dartmouth
engineers, give them my number.

www.dartmouth88.org

JULIE DRYDEN BLUNDEN

Really - if you're going to save the world starting as a
13-year-old middle school girl from Ohio in the late 1970s,
it would be a stretch to imagine that you would do so by
investing your time in a stodgy old industry that had (and
still has) no intention of making changes within a decision
timeline of less than a decade. But, with a substantial
dose of help from my Dartmouth engineering major -- that I
didn't intend to pursue until after I arrived on campus -- and
another dose of Silicon Valley, I have graduated from one
startup power company to the next, opening renewable
energy and electric vehicle markets, living through four
IPO attempts (three successful), and growing teams and
companies across the country with a global reach.
At Dartmouth, I didn't envision myself a startup person. I was
a "save-the-world" environmental studies person who just
happened to be convinced to do an engineering major by the
wonderful Chair of Environmental Studies, Jim Hornig. When
he made that suggestion freshman year, I (now with great
embarrassment) remember throwing my hands up in the
air and saying, "Do I look like an engineer?" Well, I wasn't
wrong. I didn't look like most engineers at Dartmouth at the
time: we had no female faculty at Thayer and I was the only
woman in most of my engineering classes.
Similarly, although I was in the Stanford GSB class of 1995
(the second graduating class of internet entrepreneurs) I
didn't have entrepreneurial aspirations. While many of my
classmates were at the GSB because it was Silicon Valley, I
was there because it was down the street from the California
Public Utilities Commission in San Fransisco. The synonym
for entrepreneur in my mind was "Founder," which implied a
special class of stock and VC funding with an exit strategy of
two to three years.

GEOFF HYATT
Good Sports

In 2002, Geoff heard from a friend about kids in Boston
who couldn't participate in sports because they didn't
have the equipment. He thought of all the gear in the
typical suburban garage and gathered some friends to
see if they could figure out what to do. Geoff thought it
would involve collection bins at local gyms or ball games.
While they worked in that direction, a lucky connection
and a generous manager at Spalding turned it into 500
brand new basketballs, the first donation to Good Sports.
The group shifted focus to donations of excess inventory
from sporting goods retailers and manufacturers, and
built a database of local youth sports organizations
that served kids who couldn't afford to play. The
organizations applied for gear, and Good Sports worked
hard to fulfill as much as possible. It took six years to
reach $1M worth of donated equipment. But over time
the largest retailers and manufacturers, including Nike,
Adidas, Reebok, Target, as well as professional leagues,
teams and players have become supporters, and by
2019, Good Sports has 20 employees, a big warehouse
near Boston, and has donated over $55M in gear to
deserving youth sports groups across all 50 states.
Good Sports pulled together its largest single donation,
about $800,000 of equipment, for Puerto Rico after
the hurricane. The gear doesn't come from suburban
garages the way Geoff originally pictured it, but it turned
out much better than that after all. Check it out at
www.goodsports.org

Conveniently, today's college
graduates don't have to
However, if at Dartmouth you'd said: "Julie, would
work somewhere quirky and
you like to disrupt the status quo and grow little
offbeat to be part of the 2020s'
companies into big companies to change the
sustainability surge. Black
world?" I would have answered, "Hell yeah!" So,
Rock, GM, Shell, Microsoft and
how's that going after 30+ years of work? With
even the stodgy old utilities
hundreds of thousands of renewable energy jobs
have capitulated and are
in the USA, hundreds of billions of dollars invested
critical drivers of change. But
into hard assets, converting retail customers from
the discomfort from Tesla, the
fossil and nuclear-based utility service to solar and
Sierra Club and the next
wind, and enabling the coming tsunami of EV
generation of energy startups
drivers' access to convenient public fast charging Julie and another LA-based clean energy remains critical to accelerate
it's pretty damn good!
business mogul, founder of Zorya Energy change. With AARP sending
Advisors, Paula Zagrecki.
me mail monthly, I walk (no
We absolutely need the techie engineers, the
longer run) my neighborhood
visionary founders and the VCs. But we also need
victory laps knowing we have hit the point of no return
lots of folks like me - the ones willing to sign on early, work
toward renewable energy, away from carbon intensive fuels.
80-hour weeks to build the structure, systems and teams
That is my reward - regardless of my lack of a founder's
to take companies from little, chaotic, stumbling startups
quantity of that special class of stock.
to dominant players that attract capital at a scale that we
have rarely seen in the history of global business. In the
When I moved back to California from Boulder (hi Cece, Tom
2020s, we will take the successes we've had in renewables
and Becky!) two years ago, I ended up in LA by the beach
and transportation electrification and scale them massively
- never saw that one coming either. Having just sold our
-- very, very fast. We will also need people working on things
turnaround fast-charging company, EVgo to LS Power, I am
I've yet to invest my time in: agricultural carbon fixing and
taking some literal time on the beach this spring /summer.
climate change adaptation.
Let me know if you're up for a victory lap with me!
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when women are at the table. So many
of our conversations start with “How
are your families doing? How are your
kids?” Those questions have prompted
discussions about paid family leave,
access to child care and early childhood
education, and equal pay for equal
work. These are issues that have huge
impacts on all families and deserve the
federal government’s attention.

How cool is it that an '88 ran for President
of the United States? Below, KIRSTEN
GILLIBRAND reflects on her campaign,
lessons learned and what the future holds.
I was honored to run for President in
a historic and unprecedented field,
which included five other women. I
believe it really made a difference in the
conversations that we had this election.
I spent a lot of time in 2019 listening
to voters across the country. I carried
a black notebook to take notes on the
important issues and challenges facing
Americans. These conversations left me
heartened, because it was clear that
even though our country can sometimes
feel so divided, there is truly so much
more that binds us than divides us.
Ultimately, most of us have the same
fears and concerns. We want to provide
for our families. We don’t want to have
to worry about what happens if we
get sick or hurt. We want to be able to
keep our jobs and grow in them. We are
connected by our love and concern for
our families. It is that connection that

has given me real hope that we can
find common solutions to issues like
affordable healthcare, education, and
ensuring that our economy is growing.
I am going to focus on finding those
solutions as a senator.
I am also going to work with my
organization, Off The Sidelines, to raise
money to support women running for
office. Women are a vital voice to have
at the decision-making table, particularly
as we fight to address the issues that
impact families. This presidential race
and recent federal and state elections
have shown how conversations change

Running for President was deeply
humbling and inspiring, and was only
possible with help and encouragement
from many people. I am so grateful
for the community and friendships I
developed at Dartmouth. They have
guided me through some of the most
challenging and most exciting moments
of my life. Without that support, I am
certain I would not be where I am today.
I look forward to continuing to work
toward solutions for the issues that
impact Americans the most, and as
always, I look forward to continuing
to witness the incredible work of
Dartmouth alumni around the country.

BOB PAGE

While I haven’t seen a classmate for quite some time,
once a month I am reminded of the Dartmouth Class
of ‘88 during a two-hour drive across the Mojave Desert to
attend a groundwater sustainability meeting in Ridgecrest,
CA.
I have never worked for a company in the water industry.
But, at different times during the past 30 years, I have held
jobs in local journalism and government that gave me the
opportunity to explore my interest in the management of
water resources in Southern California. Most of my water
experience comes from working the past 18 years for the
County of San Bernardino. This has included:
-- Facilitating regional water resource visioning discussions
and efforts amongst representatives of local water agencies,
environmental groups, land planning agencies, home
builders, and industrial water users
-- Representing the County’s water rights and/or interests in
some of the aquifers in the 20,000-square-mile county
-- Drafting County water policy and communicating that
policy to Sacramento to influence legislation and regulations
-- Participating in the development and communication of
plans to remediate groundwater contamination alleged to
originate from land purchased by the County. There was a
surprise Class of ‘88 connection here.
Litigation regarding contamination at one of these sites led
to me being deposed, during which I was asked about my
education. On a break, one of the lawyers who represented
the County told me he was a Dartmouth ‘88 too. I had
worked closely with Tom Bloomfield for a couple of years
without knowing we went to school together!

I was appointed to serve as the County’s Registrar of Voters
in July 2018, and I have been able to continue to represent
the County in some water matters. This includes serving as
the County’s alternative member on the Indian Wells Valley
Groundwater Authority Board of Directors. The Authority
was created to sustainably manage the Indian Wells
Valley Groundwater Basin. I represented the County in the
negotiations that led to the Authority’s formation.
This aquifer's level has dropped 1-2 feet a year for decades
due to over-pumping by federal, industrial, agricultural, and
municipal users and a lack of access to imported water. As
pumping exceeds the annual amount of water that recharges
the aquifer by a factor of three to four, parties face difficult
and costly decisions. Pursuant to the California Sustainable
Groundwater Management Act of 2014, the Authority must
approve an initial groundwater sustainability plan by January
2020. If these local efforts are not successful, the State
could intervene and manage the Basin itself.
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MINI-REUNIONS
Nobuko Akashi-Reed co-hosted two mini-reunions -- one in
Seattle with Kelly Mortell Prime, which featured talks by Wendy
Pabich, Sarah May '89 and Jennifer Tisdale Schorsch ’87 about
following their passions in life. A month earlier, she and Ryan
Goldstein '93 hosted a mini in Tokyo with some stylish sumo
wrestlers as guests.

Seattle
November, 2019
L to R: Mike Derzon, Dave Kregenow, Nobuko AkashiReed, LB Kregenow, Townley Slack, Mike Porter, Catherine
Craighead Briggs, Kelly Mortell Prime, Wendy Pabich

Tokyo
October, 2019
L to R: Nobuko Akashi-Reed, Kendra Morgenstern, Robert
Adachi and a few sumo friends.

Concord, MA
November, 2019
A strong showing of '88s gave Damon Singletary a standing ovation
in his star turn in Fences at the Umbrella Theater in Concord, MA.
L to R: Ian Barney (Danielle's son), Kerstin Amy Oh, Monique
Burns Thompson, Danielle Green Barney, Bridget McCaffrey,
Sarah Hoit, Shannon Sweeney, Damon Singletary, Kathie
Lambert Watt, Ruth Cserr, Gill Watt, Lisa Ellis and Ann Jackman

Yankee Stadium
November, 2019
Cheering on the soon to be Ivy Champs at the DartmouthPrinceton game in Yankee Stadium are:
Front row L to R: Kathleen Morgan Holliday, Nancy KrupickaCottrell, Elena Barr Baum, Kendall Grigsby Carbone
Back row L to R: Diana Carlson Hine, Kathy Beams Wiseman,
Kathleen Bartels, Christy Gilmartin McElynn, Val Robins Price

Gdansk, Poland
October, 2019
After meeting up in Peru last year for a volunteer mission,
Diane Cokerdem-DePriest and Michelle Stowe Ong
continued the tradition of meeting in random places
throughout the world. Last October, Michelle and husband,
John, visited Diane's family in Poland. They explored WWII
history and the Solidarity movement and ventured to the
Baltic Sea for a brisk beach walk. Best of all, they caught up
on old and new times. Their hope is to connect in Asia in the
near future, where Diane and husband, Shayne, will relocate
to Tokyo to teach at the American School in Japan. Michelle
continues to practice geriatrics in North Carolina while
maintaining a busy schedule spearheading programs, doing
research and volunteering for causes she is committed to.
From Michelle Ong:
We have loved spending time with Diane and her lovely
family through the years and will travel anywhere they go.
They graciously put us up in Warsaw, where they have been
teaching at an International Baccalaureate School. and then
we traveled up to Gdansk on the Baltic. It was a wonderful
trip, and we look forward to seeing them in their next exciting
adventure as international teachers.
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'88 NEWS

Carrie Brennan has returned to the Upper Valley after
27 years in Arizona, to be the new Head of School at
Thetford Academy in Vermont (Carrie comes full circle,
as she lived in Thetford after graduation). Prior to that,
she started and ran a charter school in Tucson, Arizona,
for the past 15 years.
Tim Mitchell is the new Executive Director of the
Alabama School of Fine Arts, a public arts and sciences
school for grades 7-12. He was previously the director
of fine arts at the Flint Hill School in Fairfax VA. Tim has
been involved with the arts and arts education for most
of his career, and is a visiting lecturer at Harvard Law,
Brown, Georgetown and Yale. He also volunteers his
time teaching an applied theater workshop at D.C. Jail.
Pauline Garris Brown has just published a book,
Aesthetic Intelligence, based upon a course that she
created and taught at Harvard Business School. She
also hosts a show, Tastemakers, on Sirius XM Stars.

Paul Steinwald welcomed a New Year's baby on
January 1. While not the first Denver baby born in
2020 (she arrived at 2:23am), Margot Jane joins her
three excited older sisters and two tired parents, Paul
and his wife, Laura.
Tim Burger also welcomed a new daughter, his
second with his wife, Kiki. Coco Grace Burger was
born on January 30 in Torrance, CA.
Rachel Dratch and co-stars Chris Evans (aka Captain
America), John Krasinski (aka Jim from The Office) and
David Ortiz (aka the Red Sox's Big Papi) can be seen
in a hilarious commercial for the Hyundai Sonata's new
SmahtPahk system. It went viral and aired during the
Superbowl, but if you're one of the dozen people in the
country who haven't yet seen it, check it out online.

'88 Hearts and Hands
The '88 community has always demonstrated
its compassion, caring and strength over
the years, and we continue to help and support each other
through the '88 Hearts And Hands network.
Whether you find yourself in need of advice (career,
legal, medical) or a helping hand; or whether you may be
someone with expertise in a field or a life experience and
would like to share your knowledge, Hearts and Hands
aims to bring classmates together to help each other out
through difficult times. And it is all done with the strictest
confidentiality.

Boston, MA
January, 2020
'88 Women gather for their semi-annual dinner date.

If you are seeking advice/help or if you would like to
volunteer your time, contact Steve Cook or Michelle Stowe
Ong by clicking on the Hearts and Hands link at www.
dartmouth88.org

L to R: Kate Benedict MacGregor, Hema Kailasam, Ann
Jackman, Kajy Rejaie Vicinelli, Cherise Glick Bransfield, Mary
Weitzel, Kathy Corbett Brooks. Unable to attend and very much
missed: Kate Haffner and Denise Audet.

CarniVail is an annual gathering of Dartmouth alumni, parents
and friends in Vail, Colorado, hosted by Art Kelton, Jr. '61,
Sarah Malloy Millett '95, and our own Anne-Marie Weldon
Keane. A large group of '88s attended last year, and this year
12 classmates have already signed up. Let's see if our class can
have the highest attendance and the most fun!
The weekend's theme is Trailblazers -- How Dartmouth
Creates Resilient Leaders, and it will feature speakers, a
welcome reception with president Phil Hanlon '77, lots of skiing,
and an '88 mini-reunion on Friday hosted by Anne-Marie.
Register by Friday, February 14th at
https://alumni.dartmouth.edu/events/carnivail-2020
And please reply to Anne-Marie at
amkeane004@gmail.com for '88 mini-reunion details.

		

Speakers include:

G. Dino Koff, Director of Financial Aid at Dartmouth
Joanne Conroy '77, CEO and President, Dartmouth-Hitchcock 		
Duane Compton, Dean, Geisel School of Medicine
Lisa V. Adams, MED'90, Associate Dean for Global Health

www.dartmouth88.org

STAY IN TOUCH!
www.facebook.com/
groups/dartmouth88/
www.linkedin.com/
groups/90725/profile
www.dartmouth88.org

SEND NEWS TO:

newslettereditor@dartmouth88.org

Download the newsletter at dartmouth88.org for clickable links!

Do you
enjoy
thanking
people?
Our classmates are so incredibly
generous. Team88 is seeking a few
Stewardship Volunteers to send or email
thank-you notes to classmates after they
have donated to the Dartmouth College Fund.
About once a month, you'll receive preprinted thank-you cards and stamps, and
all you'll need to do is add a short,
personal note along with your signature.
Steff Solms McCusker has already stepped
up as a Stewardship Volunteer, and we
are so grateful to her.
For more information on joining our team,
contact Caroline McKeldin Wayner, Head
Agent at caroline@wayner.org.

What's up with the Class of 1988
Facebook group?
If you are one of the 500+ classmates in our Facebook
group, you may have noticed we suspended comments
there. Over the past year it seemed that conversations
and responses had become more heated, confrontational,
and personal. It hit a point that the class officers felt it
was doing more harm than good and the best option was
to press pause, take a breath and think it over.
So, what's next? We recognize that Facebook has its
challenges, but it can also be a convenient, useful and
fun platform. We want to give it another shot. We have
tried writing some guidelines and will send our draft to the
entire class via email for your thoughts and feedback.
After considering all responses, we hope to re-open the
group under revised guidelines, and look
forward to seeing you there.
Your D'88 Class Officers

